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Undieting: Freedom from the Bewildering World of Fad Diets is a unique, realistic, and

approachable guide to breaking the cycle of dieting forever. Holistic nutritionist and popular

TEDx speaker Lisa Kilgour teaches you how to eat intuitively by developing an understanding

of your body’s unique needs and a mindset for lifelong success. Lisa’s straightforward and

gentle approach takes the complexity and confusion out of nutrition and gives you a clear

roadmap to developing a dietary model that works for you as an individual. By hacking through

the misconceptions that define the dizzying world of fad diets, Lisa makes healthy eating easy

with a simple and practical system for: Understanding why what to eat has become so

confusing Moving out of a dieting mindset into real-life healthy eating Knowing what your food

cravings are really telling you Enjoying better digestion and absorption Gaining more energy

and better sleep Releasing guilt and bringing back the joy of cooking and eating Featuring

beautiful color photography, this step-by-step guide teaches you to reframe your eating habits,

interpret your body’s own language, and achieve your health goals, producing amazing results

inside and out.



The Intuitive Eating Workbook: Ten Principles for Nourishing a Healthy Relationship with Food

(A New Harbinger Self-Help Workbook), A Pound of Cure, Change Your Eating and Your Life,

One Step at a Time, Intuitive Eating for Every Day: 365 Daily Practices & Inspirations to

Rediscover the Pleasures of Eating, Bariatric Diet Guide and Cookbook: Easy Recipes for

Eating Well After Weight-Loss Surgery, The 150 Healthiest Foods on Earth, Revised Edition:

The Surprising, Unbiased Truth about What You Should Eat and Why, Intuitive Eating, 4th

Edition: A Revolutionary Anti-Diet Approach

Voyager, “The Why, What and How of Being In a Better Relationship with Your Body. I find that

when I can learn the behind-the-scenes WHY for the way things work as they do in our bodies,

caring for my body doesn’t seem quite as daunting. There’s a purpose to the craving! While

there were some tips I already knew, there were several I didn’t know that were easy, practical

and healthier to do especially when my body is experiencing a particular need. Throughout the

book, I felt like I was in a warm partnership conversation—first with the author and then with

my body. This is a lovely book to give to someone who is ready to explore how to have a new

and more adult relationship with their body.”

Caz Wilson, “Refreshing, Clear Advice in a Confusing Industry. Finally! Some clear nutrition

advice which isn’t demanding that I count calories or watch macros! I love how this book gives

easy tactics and explains why I’m craving certain foods and what to do about it. I also love how

it’s presented.If you’re tired of contradictory fad diets, this book will help you get clear on your

nutrition.”

Desta, “First Diet Book I Enjoyed Reading. This book is a refreshing new look at eating healthy.

Everyone is different and their likes are different. Surprisingly, there are no recipes in this book.

The book is about making small changes in the food you eat over time that address the needs

of your body. Ms. Kilgour lists foods you crave and gives healthy alternatives. She talks about

how food companies make their profits by tempting you with fat and sugar, then she asks you

how you feel after eating them. She described me perfectly since I am usually tired with brain

fog. Food should give you energy. There is a very interesting part on the gut brain connection.I

encourage anyone who has dieted and failed (most of us) to read this book.”

Linda Huber, “If you eat food this is the book for you!!. "Un-dieting" is chalked full of nutritional

knowledge and understanding of how whole and fresh foods can support and sustain our

bodies for optimal health. I loved the idea of listening to our bodies to help us decide what we

should or should not be eating. This is a book that I will and have recommended to family and

friends and will keep in my library for further reference and reminders. The size of print and

boldness of the ink was perfect for me.”

karen cabral, “The only “diet” book you ever need. Lisa’s clear & thoughtful advice on healthy

eating is a breath of fresh air in a world full of fad dieting. So many great tips. Thank you for

your insights”

Kim C., “Great book. Very enjoyable read, author providing real world personal experience I

consider valuable...Non dieting, eat real food, and why all ring very close to home for me...”



Warren, “Loved this book!. Beautifully written and far more information than I expected without

getting too technical.  Taken to heart, this attitude adjustment could be a life changer.”

The book by Don Orwell has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 50 people have provided feedback.
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